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To avoid duplication in such an' exploratory deve pment program, the approach was to tap the Wealth- of
existing, but scattered, soirrces,Of available hard data cor ceming job performance measurements, to structure these,
data as they applied to the miesurement of ability to perform electronic maintenance tasks, to analyze them in
relation to current Air Force practice and to make reconunenclations for the development and tryout of effective job
performance measurements for Air Force electronic maintenance.

Padper and pencil. testing procedures are used almost exclusively for determining which personnel are selected
for training, for determining student progress while in training an for determining the promotion eligibility of
personnel assigned to field maintenance units. A number of studies are cited which indicate that lbw correlations
were obtained by comparing job task performance tests to paper and pencil theory tests and to job knowledge tests.
Several studies also are citect which indicate . that the traditional theory content, found in most ,electronic
maintenance training programs, does not contribute a great dell to the ability to perform electronic maintenance
tasks. A full application of the modern technology for, technical training development Would solve the course
content problem. This technology requires a systems approach to training program development in which training
objectives-are based on a complete job task identification and analysis. Criterion referenced Job Task Performance
Tests (JTPT) are required to determine if training objectives are achieved. Howeyer,,a serious gap remains in this
technologysince adequate guidance is not available for the development of JTPT.

As a result of this analysis, it was recommended that comprehensive ex oratory ancioadvanced development
effortsconcerning Air Force maintenance should be established and funded. ese programs should systematically
and comprehensively identify and solve problems concerning maintenance practice in the field and problems
concerning the selection and training of maintenance personnel. A necessary first effort should be tee gather and
study hard datS on how well maintenance men cart perfo'rm the key tasks of their jobs. Also, based on the results of
this analysis a contractual effort was initiated to dbfdlop criterion referenced JTPT for electronic maintenance tasks.
This effort was followed by an attempt to deve1pp both graphic and video symbolic substitutes of improved
empirical validity. The results of these efforts'are reported in Volumes II, III, and IV of this series of documents..
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Problem

The application of the technology of programmed instruction in Air Training Command resulted in a
number of lists of so-called measurable behavioral objectives. After reviewing several of those lists in 1962,
the writer felt that the-behaviors listed were verbal behaviors that could be conveniently measured'by paper
and pencil objective type tests, bit that the listed behaviors were not necessarily the behaviors of the jobs
for which the students were being trained: He felt tliat this was especially true for the key behaviors of
maintenance jobs. Late in 1962, the author prepared a paper entitled Performance Testing: Testing for
What is Real (Foley, 1963). This was followed by,a Bibliography di: Maintenance Personnel Performance
Measurement by Askren 0963) and work on a draft (not published) of an annotated bibliography. by
Porterfield in the same year.,All of these efforts indicated that there was probably a lack of job realism in
the formal measuring devices used to ascertain the training success and promotion potential of maintenance
personnel. They also indicated that although a rather extensive technology had been developed for paper
and pencil testing, no well-structured technology or guidance existed for the development and
admin4trationoof job perfoimance tests. These preliminary works and findings indicated a requirement for
exploratory development concerning job performance tests for Maintenance. These works also, indicated
that there had been more reports concerning performance measures for electronioonaintenance,than for
mechanical maintenance. This emphasis is reflected in the following approach.

SUMMARY

Approach

To avoid duplication in such an exploratory development program, the approach was to tap the
wealth of existing, but scattered, sources of available hard data concerning jbb performancemeasurements,
to structure these data as they applied to the measurement of abilitS, to perform electroniC maintenance
tasks, to analyze them in relation to current Air Force practice and to make recommendations for the
development and tryout of effective job performance measdements for Air Force electronic maintenance.
The most productive source of information directly applicable to proficiency measbrements for electronic
technology courses was the Defense Documentationdgenter. Approximatily eighty reports were found
concerning different aspects of proficiency measurement for electronic courses. Many of the same reports
were also referenced in the Psychological Abstracts. Applicable material, as well as basic refeiences, were
obtained from several textbooks. Although the Educational Index was a valuable informational source for
general vocational and industrial education, it contained very little reference materials applicable to
measurement in these areas.

The literature on vocational education indicates that ,considerable emphasis has been 'placed on the
developnrnt of objectives and materials for hihly job relevant courses. However, very little attention has
been given to the validity of measurement procedures for ascertaining that these job' objectives havy)een
achieved. ,

li Results
o

,
. . , .E

Paper and pencil testing procedures are used almost exclusively for. determining which personnel are
selected for training, for determining student progress'while in training and for determining the promotion
eligibility of personnel assigned to field maintenance unitanis analysis of reported r search indicates that
these measurement procedures do not insure that these personnel` can perform el tronic maintenance
tasks generated-by the electronic hardware they a.e assigned to maintain. Most of e paper and pencil tests
used in training and promotion concern theory, and job knowledge! Studies ar cited which indicate that

. extremely low correlations were obtained by comparing job task performance testy to paper and pencil
theory tests and to job knowledge tests. Several studies are also cited which indicate that the traditional
theory contentfound in most elesctronic maintenance training programs, does not contribute a great deal
to the ability of an individual to perform electronic maintenance tasks. However, it is widely contendedO
that a knowledge of theory is a necessary prerequisite to the successful perfornlance of such tasks and this
contention is deeply imbedded in the electronics maintenance culture. A full application of the modern
technology for technical training develdpment would solve the course content problem.'This technology
requires a systems approach to 'training program development in which training objectives are based on a
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Complete job task identification and analysis. C erion referenced Job Task Performance Tests (JTPT) are.
required to determine if training objectives are hieved. However, a serious gap remains in this technology,
since adequate guidance is not available for th development of JTPT. When administered, JTPT have been

iexpensive in terms of equipinent, time' and dministrative personnel. JTPT should be utilized in spite of
their high cost if they are the only empiric y valid tests available. If empirically valid symbolic substitute
tests could be produced, they certainly sho Id be used. After a study of the symbolic substitute Multiple
Alternative Symbolic Troubleshooting Tes (MASVand Tab Tests, it was hypothesized that the empirical
validity of symbolic substitute of this tyke might be improved by increasing their realism.

Conclusions

Based on the results of this anal s a contractual effort was initiatetto develop criterion referenced
JTPT for electronic maintenance. This ffort was followed by an attempt to,develop both graphic and video
symbolic-substitutes oqf itnprOved em' irickl,validity. The results of these efforts are reported in Volumes II,

' III, and IV, of this series of docui1' is (see Preface). The preparation of a guide for developing JTPT is
recommended. Comprehensive expl ratory and advanced development efforts shotild be established and
adequately funded concerning Air orce maintenance. These programs should systematically identify and
solve problems concerning mainte mice practice in the field and problems concerning the selection and
training of maintenance personnel A necessary first effort stupid be to gather and study hard data on how
well maintenance met/ can perfor the key tasks of their jobs.
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'PREFACE

This d ment represents a portion of the exploratory development program of the
Advanced Systems Division, Air Force Human ,Resources Laboratory, Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base, Ohio. This document is the first of four volumes,. to be published;
concerning the evaluation of maintenance performance. Volumes H, Inland IV are:

1: Evaluating Maintenance Performance The Development and Tryout of
Criterion Referenced Job Tfals Performance Tests for Electronic Maintenance.
AFHRL-TR-74-5701), Part I, in press.

2. Evaluating Maintenance Performance: Test Administrator's Manual and Test

Subject's Instructions for Criterion Referenced Job Task Performance Tests for
Electronic Maintenance. AFHRL-TR-74-57(11), Part II, in press.

3. Evaluating Maintenance Performance: The Development of Graphic Symbolic
'Substitutes for Criterion Referenced Job Task Performance Tests of Electronic
Maintenance. AFHRL-TR-74-57(111), in press.

4. Evaluating Maintenance Perforniance: A Vrdeo Approach to Symbolic Testing
of Electronic Maintenance Tasks. AFHRL-TR-74-57(IV), in press.

The preparation of these/volumes hasrbeen documented under Task 171010,
Evaluating the performance of"Air Force Operators and Technicians of Project 1710,
Training for Advanced Air Force Systems. The effort represented by this volume was
identified as work unit 1,7101006, The author was the task scientist: Drs Ross L. Morgan
was the project scientist.

The authot wishes to express his appreciation to Dr. Willi B. Askren, Advanced
Systems Division, and Mr, James Porterfield, Aerospace Medics Research Laboratories,
for their original biographical works which were used by the author for the original
identification of sources for the author's dissertation upon which this analysis is based.
He also wishes to express his appreciatio for the guidance given by his disseitation
committee: Dr. Dennis H. Price, chairman; Dr. Howard B. Lyman,and Dr. Jack Code
all of the University of Cincinnati. The final liroduct was influenced by many discussions
with 'Dr. Ross L. Morgan and Dr. Gordon A. Eckstrand or the Advanced Systems
Division.
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11, EVALUATING MAINTENANCE PERFORMANCE:
AN ANALYSIS

I. BACKGROUND

This report (AFFIRL-TR-74-57 (I)) is the first of a series* of four volumes pertaining to the
insasuiement of job proficiency. It presents the background and analyses that resulted in the funding of a

series of exploratory development contracts starting in 1969. TAese contractual efforts initially concealed
. u

A the development and tryout of criterion referenced Job Task PerTormance Tests and later the development
and tryout of both graphic and video symbolic substitute tests. The results of these follow-on efforts are
reported in Volumes II, IYI and IV of AFHRL-TR-74-57. Several in-house efforts and events prior to 1969
were reflected in the writer's preparation of the early work statements fOr these contractual efforts.

Late in 1962, the writer prepared a paper entitled Performance Testing: Telt:11g for What is Real'
(Foley, 1963). The, 'motivation for, this paper was the review of several lists of measurable behavioral
objectives which had been generated in Air Training Command (ATC) as the basis for preparing
progiammed instruction packages. The writer felt that the behaviors listed were verbal behaviors that could
be conveniently measured by paper and pencil objective type tests, but that the listed behaviors were not
necessarily the behaviors of the jobs for which the students were being trained. It was the writer's
contention that a large portion of the desired job task behaviors involved complex perceptual-motor skills.
He felt that the only way such behaviors could be adequately measured was by performance tests in which
each tfsksubject was required to_demonstrate.that he could in fact perform each key task of his job. As a
follow on to ,this first memorandum report, early in 1963, Dr. William B. Askren prepared a Bibliography
on Maintenance Personnel Performance Measurement ,(Askren, 1943)., Durin'g the summer of 1°963, Mr.
James Porterfield, a graduate student from Kansai,State University, expanded and annotated the Askren
bibliography. This draft bibliography was nevepubliihed.

In 1964, Eckstrand published a paper concerning the status of the technology of training in which he
discussed measurement in. the context of a systenis approach to training. He suggested the use of criterion
referenced measures as appropriate for measuring student aehieveent of carefully derived training
objectives, stated in terms of what a graduate should do. He also discussed the difference between criterion
referenced and norm referenced tests, and referenced Glaser and Klaus (1962) as his major source for this

distincfion.

In the 1965 to 1967 time period, the writer prepared a review of the literature for his doctoral
dissertation concerning measurement practices of Post-High Schbol Vocational Electronic Courses (Foley,
1967a). These courses are very similar in content to the Air Force's electronic maintenance courses. This
review of the literature .made use of the previous; biographical works of Askien and Porterfield as well as
sources discussed later. Thp writer's thinking expressed in this dissertation was influenced by his many
discussions with Dr. Ross L. Morgan and Dr. Gordon A: Eckstrand Many of the materials contained in this
volume appear in the dissertation. The dissertation mate0als have been modified to apply more directly to
Air Force measurement problems.

In 1966, the writer monitored a nd participated in afield survey of electronic maintenance in the Air
Force ,(Folley & Elliott, 1967). The survey information gathered during this study indicated that
maintenance practices in the Air Force could be greatly improved. The authors were aware of the softness
of data, gathered by interviews and observation, but as the,survey indicated, no recorded hard data existed
concerning how well each maintenance man could perform his various job tasks. The generation of such
performance data would require the administration of objective jeb performance tests which were not

,available. I

Fiirther motivation an input for preparing the original purchase reqUests for the follow-on
performance measurement efforts (reported in Volumes II, III anc4V) were provided by two conferences
on measurement which were supported by the Advanced Systems Division, Air Forte Human Resources
Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force tasekOhioi In March 1966,the writer,attended a conference on the
Asses_snlent of Complex Operator Performance. This conference was arranged and reported by D. W. Dean
Chilei11967), but was chaired by Dr. Arthur WAIelton of the University of Michigan. In October 1968,
the writer participated in a conference chaired by, Mr1 Melviri T. Snyder (Snyder, Kincaid, & Potempa,

, -
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1969), This conference concerned human facttrs testing. Both of these conferences indicated to the writer
that there was an urgent require4ent for the development of more effective measuring devices for
ascertaining how well Air Force persahner could pe,rform the maintenance job task§ generated by existing
and future hardware systems. ,

= The purpose of ,the-work reported in this volume was4o tap the wealth of existing, but scattered,
sources of already `available information concerning job performance measurements, to structure this*.
in mutton as it applied to the measurement of ability to perform electronit, maintenance tasks, to analyze
it i relation to current Air Force practice and to make recommendatiqns for the development and tryout
of ffective job performance measurements for Mr Force electionic maintenance. One primary purpose of a
project such as this is to eliminate as far as posale duplication or work that has already been adequately
accomplished. As mentioned previously, a major portion of the information had been identified as part of
the writer's doctoral dissertation (Foley, 1967a). But in that document the information had been analyzed
and reported for a somewhat different puipole.

The most product&e source of information for these efforts has been the Defense Documentation
Center (DDC). Approximately eighty reriorts were found concerping different aspects of proficiency
hieasiirement for electronic courses. Many of the same reports were also referenced in the Psychological
Abstracts. Applicable materials, as well as basic references, were also obtained from texts by Super and
Crites (1962), Thorndike (1949), Travers (1950, 1955), and Michels and Karnes (1950). Although the
Educational Index was a valuable infoimational source for general vocational and industrial education, it
contained very Ottle reference matglals applickble to meisurentent in these seas. The literature on
vocational education indicates that considerable eflphasis has been placed on the development of objectives
and materials for highly job- relevant' coursesAlowever, very -little attention has been given to the
developinent of valid measurement procedures for ascertaining that these job objectives have been achieved.

1,1;

II. THE CRITERION PROBLEM

wishIn most cases when we wish to determine whether an individual or'grdup of individuals can perform
behaviors in a given environment we cannot simulate all the desired conditions. If we can prodice a
measuring device that actually measures the ability, to perform the desired hehaviors under all the tired

'conditions, we, have an ultimate cOterion measuie. But the fact that we usually cannot develop such a
device forCes u`s to-settle for a secondary criterion measure whfch is, ebest, somewhat different.tlan the
ultiMate criterion measure. This difference between the real world and the simulation of the real world for
testing purposes is called the criterion problem. I

A common ekample of such a criterion problem presents itself when we attempt to measure an
individual's ability to drive automobiles. TO measure such ability completely we would have to devise a test
that would measure his ability to perform all driving tasks of all lutomobiles, on all types, of roads, in all
traffic conditions, under all types of weather ConditiOns, whether he is being observed or not. It is obvious
that it'would be virtually impossible to meet .all of these conditions under practical testing conditions. We,
therefore, settle fOr a less rigorous test criterion. We assume that he can drive any automobile adequately, if
he demonstrates in a performance test that he can perform most driving tasks in one automobile, in normal
traffic, while being observed.

But many times, it is inconvenient and considered' tdonostly to administer even such a kiver
performance test and an attempt is made to Cleyelop a paperand pencil test which will determine that an,
individual can drive adequately. But such a test cannot be considered to be valid substitute unless a high
empirical relationship to' the criterion measure can be ,,demonstrated. In the practical world of test
development, the'driver performance test 4,viauld be consitlered an adequate near ultimate criterion test for
validation of such a paper and pencil, substitute. Many tithes sudt papei and pedcil test is' used without
being validated against such a near ultimate criterion test. The use of such an unvalidated test is atn,
exfremeljr dangerdui practice, since kis assumed-by most users that it measures an individual's ability to
drive when inlact we ate not sure whit it is measuring. J

This mite iion problem has king plagued measurement, theorists and practitioners" as well as curriculum
researchers. The use of job tasks, and performance examinations _based on these tasks as near ultimate
criteria for evaluation of selection, deirices,'was firsemphasized as a result of the work of Army and Navy

t
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,measurement psychOlogists during World War II. In' 1946, Jenkins discussed the problem in light of the

experiences of Navy psychologists in an article titled "Validity for What?"

Psychologists in general tended to accept the-tacit assumption that criteria were either given of God or just to

be found lying about....The novice of 1940, searching through many textbooks and much journal literature

would have been led to conclude that expediency' dictated the chok% of criteria and that the convenient

availability of a criterion was more important that its adequacy.
4

Iti4i Wallace presented a paper at the annual convention of the American Psychological Association in 1.

he indicated that ruch of what Jenkins said in 1946 was still true (Wallace, 1965.a .

!Super :and Crites- 4962), and Thomdike (1949) have discussed this same problem inlight of their

Army apetience. They have indicated that, although course success was a readily_ available validition

criterion for prediction, success in the course often had little influence onjob success. One of Thomdike's

examples from the Army Air Force (AAF) is as follows:
Early in WW II, gunnery schools in the AAF placed a good deal of emphasis in their program on learning the

nomenclature of machine guns and turrets and orfbeing able to express verbaft the operatioh of this
'equipment. Using grades obtained in this type of prOgram as a criterion, it was ponNe to develop a battery

of xerbah' tests which,,gave a subsiantial prediction of those grades. Actual combat gunnery, however,

presented no special verbal demands, and the type of memoriter training referred to above was eventually

done away in favor of more and more training in the actual assembly, maintenance and ruing of the guns.

The nature of grades in gunnery Schol changed correspondingly. With this change in the criterion, the

validities of verbal selection test largely disepPented. Though there is no evidence in this case that the
selection of gunners in terms of verbal abilities would have done any 'actual ham: to the pnal output,- it

certainly would have been wasteful and ineffective. Selection *ould have been based on the irrelevant yi
variance in the partial criterion of training grades (Thomdire, 1949,P.

Thorndile goes on to clarify the relationship among predictive tests, and job performance.

There-are many. other instances, both in and out of the intitary situation, which academic grades are used as

criterion measures because they are conveniently v ': le and-because they appear to possess a rather

satisfactory degree otreliability. These grades erall be predicted with fair success, and the research

worker may be lulled into a %sense of satisfac and accomplishment by this success .in predicting them.

Sometimes, of course, his satisfaction may tilled, because the nature of the training is based on
essentially, the same attributes as performance he job. The possibility is-always a real one, however, that ,

the Donlon of academic achievement that we predict with our tests is not the part that is relevant to later
success on the job. Whether the criterion is grades or some other type of recoil, we must always examine it .
critically to. judge whether the aspects of the criterion which we predict will be relevant for the ultimate goal

(Thorndike, 194V pp. 126-127). -

Since -an electronics training course has as its ultima objective job performance, the ultimate ti

criterion against which the course content and course measur nt should be validated is the job for which t
the student is being prepared. Wallace (1965a) very succinctly expressed the criterion problem as it applies.

... to electronics personnel. r . .

Alt of this is prelude to my mairithesis which is in no senserevolutionary, original, or controversial I Stitt it

...... because it is honored in the breach, It is that the nature of our proficiency measures detenhin how we '.
select, classify, train, maintain and assess our human resources. If the measures are largely inele t° to Are

jobs we want done, we will select the wrong men, classify them incorrectly, and train them wro . This is

true because these proficien4.measures are, or should.be, the criteria against which we validate o selection

and classification procedures and 'evaluate our training content and methodology or our pervisory

techniques. thus, if I use a test of advanced 'electronics theory s the proficiency measure for electronics
maintenance and as the criterion against which to evaluate a test or selecting men to go into tenance

training, I will end up choosing a selection test which rejects m who are not well above ave e in both i

reading and arithmetic ability. In the prociess I might reject a great manywho are outstanding in their ability

to get their hands on a piece of machinery and make it work. might also accept a number who e myself)

are so lacking in the simplest manipulative ability that their hands could have been cut off at he wrists at
,

birth without serlooaly affecting this outputs. So, when I decided what proficiency measures to Use, I also <
.

decided what kind of men I was,going to put into training foi the job. .

. . . ,.4
.

But it doesn't end there. For whgri I now approach the problem of ho to train men to pe orm the tasks
'involved In the job, I must makeVcisions about what -should be taught and what methods should be used in A

teaching It. The only way I have of reaching such decisions (except by divination which Is, admittedly, ddt a

. rare procedure) is to measure' and compare the performances achieved with various curricula and
methodologies. ;So, in the case 16f the electronics maintenance course, I put in lots of reading about
eIctronics theory and IModuse actuates who can read and)write electronics theory while their equipment,

deteriorates in opeless hioperlifve ess (Wallace, 196,5b, p. 4).
a
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Ffederiksen has.expressed,a slinilar view.'

.., .,.

It should beobvious that one cannot hone to provide appropriate methods for evaluating instnictional
_ -outcomes unless tit has a clear idea of what those outcomes should be. Yet evaluations of4nstiuctional .

programs are sometimes made in which criterion measures are chosen because of their easy availability rather
than through a careful study of what the students are supposed to be able to do 'as a consequence of training .

. (Frederiksen, 1962; p. 324), , ,.,

The 'problem is made more complek by the fact that a Oven tcourse ofteryis used to train many
.

individuals to Work in a
of

of jobs in the electronic field. To carry the logic of-an ultimate criterion to
its conclusion, each of the jobs, is an, ultimate critetion: ,To inchide all of these in a course or its
measurement program would be impossible. -This does not mean,. however, that ,we should ignore the
prphlem of/preparing people for specific job. tasks that are common or of measuring their profidency in

.j, these tasks. We, can examine the electronic.jobs as theyexist today and detetminelhoa-ta`ski which are
.r found all or practically:all electronic jobs. We can even predict With-wine degree otefrtainty the tasks of

future jobs. °;" : :- . -; . . A /
Thorndike (1949, p. 121)diffeientiates three categories "of 6'1'11e-ha: -ultim-ate, intermediate, and, --.. '-,- -.... .. ..

immediate. He indicates that "A.:.really complete -ultimate criteriotis multiple and complex in almost;`_-
every ase." He also'suggests that it is possible - ;agree on certain final job behaviors as being the closest
approximation to the ultimate pal. Frederifcen makes the following,applicable.statement:7

4. .-
N

. The objective, presumably, Is to get as close as is feasible Fe, the ultimate criterion; but as has just been seen,
v'zhcgl one gets trio close to the real-life situation, control of the condttiOns for adequate observation is lost.

..V Observations of real:life behavior is ordinarily nbt a suitable technique-for measurement: The type oEmeasure
1 that is recommended for first...consideration, jn a training evaluation study is the type which most closely

:. ogproxiniates the reallife.situatfon, that which, in this chapter, has been called eticitinglifelikebehaVior. If it
is not feasible to wait for the behavior to happen in rya' life, then lifelike occasions can be provided for the
behavior to omit in a test situAtion(Frederilcsert; f962, p. 334), ' . 4 --

t l
Admittedly, an examination made up Of tasks removed. from their actual job environinentlis not an . ,

1 . -

;ultimate' criterion, test. Udder actual job situations, the graduate may have to perform these"-tasks in
eamped quarters; tinder stresses at lime, noise, heat, or colds, or with an excited bosS interferiht Thi:te--.
conditions of s.tiesS jare usually' not 'constant variablei, but change from day to day and from hour to ho
The assumptibmusually has to be made, that the individual can perform a task under conditions*of stress, _=

'Provided he.cari perform the same task well under florin@ ponditions. A formal performance txaminition
has its own set of stresses, which may not.be the game* job,Stresses, but their presence maY tend tooffsel
the lack of job stresses. 'Formal, job, task performance, examinations-are the closest usable simulation of the
real maintehanc jobs presently available. They are far bet than no performance tests at, all- .

....:, 0
- ' , "L .

.
.

4 ''" III. WHAT JOB ACTIVITIES SHOULD BE MEASURED 4.,

-ell

. .
.. a.; 11 '. 1

, ... ,
4. ii*:

t n l
One "of fhb problems which has confronted the measurement psychologist when, he 'has tried to ,

dOvelop job task performance tests for electronics maintenance has been a lack of a usable classification of
job activities which would be definitive enough to develop diagnostic test procedures'. The problem has
been to fmdcategoks of behavior which are. mearfingful to trainineand maintenance personnel and which
lump similar or closely relatfd behaviors into each category. In 1962, Bryan summarized and classified such
activities. In 1966, Folley discussed the job tasks of the electronic technician based, on many sourcesin an
-unpublished paper. From. the Folley discussion; theWriter deieloped the following list of tasks or activities:

,,,

L fob activities or task's associatedwIthelectronie equipment: .
. ,,,,

a: Performing' equipment checkout procedures. ..

'b. Adjustintaligning, and calibrating. .
, . , .

/ c. Replacing,Of components removing and replacing. , , , .
- d.. Isolating between-stage faults to partrcular state (or. functional unit. or physically,*

: . '., replaceable unit). , ,
,'

, :4. .

'','

e. ' ", Isolating withiMstage faults to 'defective component '(tube, solid state, device, coil,
capacitor, resistor, etc.). TT ' - - - P

P.
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2. Information gathering activities of electronic technician jobs .

a. Using. oscilloscdpe to: (I) measure tyoltage, (2) measure frequency, (3) compare
waveshape to waveshape standard, and (4) make high accuracy time base Measurements

and comparisons.

3.

b. Using the electronic voltmeter to measure various ranges of voltages in electronic,-

equipment

c. Using the ohmmeter to measure direct-current resistance in eleetroniC equipment.

d. Usirig the signal -generator to inject standard or know signals into equipment for test
purposes,

e. Using the tube checker to estimate quality of electron tubes.

f. 'Using the transistor checker to estimate quality of transistors.

HandtAl activities of electronic teclinician jobs:

a. Using screwdrivers.

b.

C..

d.

e.

f.

g.

Using pliers.

Using diagonal cutters-.

Using sOldiring iron.
. .

Using soldering gun.

Using wire strippers. .

Using machinist's wrenclies:-,

h. .Usiiig _

-

,t1

This list is not .offeied-ig'itraiiiitclusivelig, of jOb'acriiiiiduKone that can be considered common

to most of the jobs. It-ilotz;inchide adrkiffative actitsities'thathel'at.tc, actual maintenance
activitit.i: lie five items iii paragraph I of .thinclassification concern tialts',6r-4.1iyities associated with

many actual items of equipment with vriricii the technicians work, The six itemslri paragraph, 2 are
information gathering activities which allielectronic technicians will encounter in the perfaegricezof..sthe
five t quiphtent activities. -From a logical point of view, it Would appear that any training prograni;tbit-4-3as:-.2:._---.

was its objective the pleparitign of students to work with electronic hardware, should include a large
.of practice in the use of such information gathering devices. Paragraph 3 includes most of the small tOs

used by electronic technician's. .

This classification represents a 'convenient structure for the development of Job Task Performance

Test (JTPT) procedures and oa,ccompanying scoring.sschemes which-have, broad applilability. to specific
electronics jobs and-rted training. ,

/
VALIDITY VS EMPIRICAL VALIDITY

The maihtenance of ,Thifense nardivare syit M3:7is an absolutely necessaly Activity, but its cost iy "'"/"

extremely high. Is this maintenance :cost too high? No -one _realty knows the answer: And important :
iniknoinis include the ladk of extensive haid data-on the-efficiericYand,skill-ofthe maintenance tecDnia,

and the lackof extensive hard...data, on the effeetiveness of maintenance' training, By harddatattritteant
empirically valid data The limitd amount, of OUblished data available fridtgates,..that, maim-electronic,-
technicians are not adequately trained to peiform the tasks of their assigned jobs and.thafthey do no{ ;-`-/

perform many of their job tasks with a high degree of proficiency (Aridelsoti,1962a; FO)Icy It BMW "'-'12;-:';;;-:
1967). Yet each Air Force electronic technician has a record of passing school marks of afia4ing'Score",,'/'4::5"11.,
on the Specialty Knowledge Tests (SKT). But there are no hard data available on how well he catilielfdirn-' °".

the-actual tasks of his job. How valid then are thi school marks and the, SKT scores? It depends on w

type of validity we are talking aboilt.the disctisaion that folloWs considers, hree types of act

validity, content validity and empirical validity.

3

11

(
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4 c. Face Validity means that1he tess looks as ifit should be 'a1xd(Lyma 1971)
Y,.

,, . - d j -.
Content Validity is soinewhat similar to fce validity, bzt is.mre stemic'a4 ophsticated. OtIr' .

i nn1es for it include logical validity, course validity, curricu1a validity and textbo&aIithty Both face and
,cOfltent valithty are non.sUsticaI (Lyman, 1971) Th detion of onteqt hity s app1ied lo cburse,
content Tests can be constructed to have job content valtdity This subject discussed rater To obtam
good content valtdtty for our testing some sq4 of test 'btue prnt" 1 usnay used to insure that at
aspects ofthesubject matteror ofthejob are aduate1y.sanp1ed "

The tests gtven by teaers or professors in academic educaton sttuioAsusuaIIy1{aire-fce validity
: Ifthey don't, the students cçz1ain. Ifcarfully re'paM, soreof thJ &havecAtent(èr cciurse)

validity Many of the pencil ad paper block exammations given in ir TraCmnnd techmc4 courses
have good coitent validity, since wide use is made of test "bIu prints" oi teyt deveinnt The same can-

' bésaid for the carefuI1yprepare4 Ak FoTce pr'andpencil SKT. / ' .

Empirical Validity is ci?terioui reerences validity and "is no adjectve is used tQ'
modify aIidiiy This sort of validity is m important ii practical sIatWds How well d,oés the tist
measure what we want it to Empirical valithty'gives us the answe)5y mthcatg how cIoseI the tesse1ate

, tq some criterion (i.e., to some standar4If per1onnancr)" (Lynn, L'91)T!Iipmecases empiijçal vali4Lty .
Is nofl-statutica1, in others, it must be de(erm)1ed by statisticalyneans ' '. '

4f a test could be constructed which was an ultimate cr'jénn measure for an electronic manitenance
job, it would have perfect empirical validity It Would, als1ie perfc4job contel validity becanle it

Ou1d have to contain all of the job taks performed ut a'1rcfejb ñyuonmenT AItlougfr ie tasks that. an
electronic raiptenan techn&clan must perform can c identi)ed' titer c)y,tl bvronment m -!w)ilch e.ch task is pçrfonne' var(er from performanc(topei1rnlhAic besvenhope for is a tst
environnient which closely approxuiates a typical ieal lifesitutioi.Sâst sthcèi no test wiuch is a
pçffect ultimate cntenon, measU're, there t& no test tiat has pete eipttjc4, li1tr Bt if jb tasks ae -
carefully and systematically elected for a Isl battery, so as to be rulyTep,renta11v otThe ta4s of the '
job, and the test subjects gre required.to perform the seleted tasks in exMfpnettt tha(refle4tsft typical' 7'job environment, it pan logically,be asswe4 that we are aiclçse as feal tbbiatcritrion (The
performance of eh selected task is an\udidUal prforthance test) It can a4sdbcarjymed tttt batei
made of such Østs' has practicaj em 1lidity and cotktnt\ validity (1.1e- main purpose foT
presenting the, clsi1icatron of maint e alesixt the pretk"secton was to pkovide a frame of
reference for, tljé sy.stethatic sèlectoif ca job ta for the vtiopment of nea-uRlmate criterion
teSts) The mj5ipcal validsty pf ajobetnt kst btiry'deve1oped hasbeenobtaine4 by the maijnerin
whIcl,i the battety has j,'n c$e4h1s J a ion.statistical type of valrcbty Such a battery of tests
woilid t&job cnte1oi feincid bi 1* anhia such tests are called cntenon referenced 4db Task
Pcrforthar 1ts (fltI Susudi a t attcryemé's sIosqas Is feasible to the ultimate cdio
can$ udas i-near ultimate dterlod foçeeritiniton of thepractical stist'1cal empirical validity of
ofhe te whih do not equrethe tst suje t$tç acftiällpe4bnn real job.thsks"The nexl section of this

I' azayslkonsiers th staistica Of tests l''tater type, such as theory tests and job
kQw1dgh tests L \,

C
c

I '/ ,Theory tests anti jb koywledg testinjy have soie tye"d1ontent validity 'The coneivaIidity of
a(i tlectroi theorg tet nla be Uetemued bj systematica11s' Jng'te content orthe ademic

i subject nafter called elettrom thbo ictrcou,se çontent-yhdity is n'osjob cntent vdity14 type of
i job cnten1 validity s obtaue copnt4i job ciowtedge testsby a*uig'que4tioisabouwsetetl job
?task' However, in tle job sthatlo1he nipiai is\required io the job tasks'were'as Ip -.
the iob kijqw1edgetit situation, fJie1tes subiet 1 i'eciuired to erbalizeht bpie- manner aboujob tasks. 'P it a deed"to "word"l zeIaibns1 r4lr hn &e "deed" to "dedZ'tioiiship rl4bred"QfneardX" it14ae erfoietsTo atcerta'hehier-su ajQb4cnowledge test 1iIempjcal lidity,ahigh

mtt be1z Crad 1tta1est;l4ving the. tequ1reddd? to "leet" relationshl
4anteince tchnhal taiiigc6urses in the Department of Defen'ajaiiielr civiliifcöterparI- Jt4tina1 educion a preprig41 stud fr the world of work, HoweU the work objecthes of

thb tramlng prms ax acfpedcan only tie jleternüned by the aln1nIsjratlon of tests I ijng high
ipI*a 1dItybsed on stucIepnd graduai&'ability to perform tJiei Iasks of theudJvIn the9lof thtpprt the cdt tçbè app fb, all tests is "how 1l3loëoach type of lb measure

- "&' . '
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each test subject's ability to perfilM Iiieleeilas,ksot4he jOb for which he is being trained or t
whigh he is assigned." The sectiknis that follow ,f iresent' %Vint has been- found in the research

conceming the emgirical validity of'eptirsewpofitent and tire empirical validity of the various typ

now utilized, not olily in maiVtenance;train*g'ppOgrains,b-ut-also,in field Maintenance "units..

' i , . , . . ,

... v.,.7no.ittlibrrir lig iota TAsj(40icoRmANCE Tigs-r.spBsiniSTEs
.,:,

Since per and pencil tests drill/other:substitutes aremiichless*-difficult to admi

consuming, they,are useci.eitensivelY as meaitire4/6f aclaventint-.Examples of other s
include synlbolie equipment test such :as. the Tab TeAtrovitler, Morrison, & Demar
M itipie-Alternatir.SymboliczTraubleshOdtitelest;(MAST) (Grings, Rigney, Bond, &

w as. Peet.: ratings and;',supervisore` citings: ,Travers (1955) describes various s
formance tests such° as ',oral questimiing, printed verbal tests (paper and pencil),/

pieforialtests. '5..7' . _
. ,

^1 r

-

e job to
terature
,of tests

to

ster and 1 ttune
stitute m Ines

e, 1954) a d' the
ummers, 19 ,3) as
bstitutes foijob
and illustrate or

R.esearch .eVidence-however,- gives/a rather low lating to all of these substitutes. Table I shows
correlations that have been obtained b9 ccmpoging4ob figE Performance Tests (JTPT)"to theory tests, and
to job knowledge testshplatteZ twp'are paper. nd pend-.tests. Table -1 also includes correlations with

- school marks. In most CVlses,,schoottharks have beenheavily:weighted with thepaper and pencil test scores

,An examinations' table WIkites that. fte correlations. of JTPT scores with theory test scores are
generally Soirie*that.16:411.11fin WithiobknoWleage tests::,- . ,.

4-riobably_themost"exte6siie`studY regarding subs.tuti-ons of a paper and pencil achievement test for

:- actaef:MY1,7-"*asincls part:of Iurnan Resources Research Office Project REPAIR (Brdwn, Zayhors,

x , Berate:1n,-* -Slylernakei, .1959). To--'checic" the effectiveness of the revised repair course against the
;. traditignal course a proficiency .battery made _Up of six separate tests was devised. The battery included

fofir JTPTf1,1?--,were 'developed and individually administered in the areas of troubleshooting, test
equipment,,tepaiejsk#11; and alignment. TWo paper and pencil -grotip' tests were given on the use of

. maintenance manuals And the reading.of schematic diagrams. A seventh achievement test was developed
-4ipojttkeinsisten5.e of-school personnel that a paper and pencil test wa's -Fe:wired in lieuoof the four JTPT.

:.".7k This' teat ,'consisted _of, Seventy-seven multiple choice items op'. topics of knowledge concerning
2- troubleihootitts; use of scheinatics, use of test equipment, operation checks, and alignment. As presented in-,-.,- . --

....-,./,,, Table, If, the cptrelation betweerkthis.achievement test and the performance troubleshooting test was .40;

..:- --- iwitd,ialignmentiest, .28; the repairs skills, test, .19; with the test equipment, .29; with the paper and pencil
--, ., nianuals' test, .,$.1; and with the paper and p'encil schematic test, .51. The authori of the report state that, as..,,

;: -,...:.:. 1
would be expected, the carrelations,are the highest with other paper and pencil tests; namely, the manuals

.:.,-.... . 'tents- and schematic tests. The authors also state that although the achievement tests correlate positively .
wlth. most of,the,fither tests in the battery, the correlations are not high enough to justify the use bj the
achievement test as.a.substitute for. the battery.ofJ771: This statement also would apply to alt other tests

- 'presented iniTOble 1. '. .
, .

'the-1410e (1955) study, indicated somewhat higher correlations than the otheristuaid presented,. The
/ correlation between, a.troubleshooting,performirice test and a job knowledge test *as ..55 and with school

` mrtics,,Was,.54:: liowevpi,.the troubleshOoting prOtlems were perfOrmed on a very simple radio receiver built
;./. "specifithily. ;fin the study, art an opfachassis. The test subjects also used two verysimple test equipMents

.;F. a Afo)ttihnlyneter And signil;generato/. All of the other studies used actual military electionic hardware of
, . ,greater :cpinp. eiaty reqttirinvtitOte complex test equipment. .... . ,

-

A' , .,...

-:.,'. . .i.? !, =` ..:,,Akinore: recent study_ by Finticane. (1966) in` the field of engine repair in the Ann), results in very

''-. ,_'.- -' similar concussions. The results of a JTPT on vartottupects of enghirrPaintenance were compared with

...' '. , .
jPb )5n,oivielige tests ,cpncern404iith the same enginei,.Me correlation between the two types-of tests was

.31,-'-whih iszviithin the same range as the findings, relative- to the electronic maintenance field presented
preilobily/. :dr ..':- .- -..i--V-4"? .

..

i ,r, , l'gttU . ........,

- _.- .3,:i-Since.. troublishooinge, tasks -art, considered. the -mint -,difficult responsibility of the maintenance
tecitnician a great amount of the ;research an&-development effort concerting electronic-training has teen
devoted-to-these tasks.-Simulators,:iuch as the: Tab Test (trowder et al., f954), the MASTS lest (Grings et
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Table I. Correlations Between Job -Task Perforinance Tefts and theory
Tests, Job Knowledge Tests, and School Marls

Researchers

Anderson (1962a)

Evans and Smith (1953)

Mackie et al., (1953)

Saupe (1955)
Brown et al, (1959),

Williams and Whitmore
(1957)

Crowder et al., (1954)

Type of Job Task
Performance Test (JTPT)

Test Equipment JTPT

Troubleshooting JTPT

Troubleshooting JTPT \
Troubleshooting JTPT

Troubleshooting JTPT
Test Equipment JTPT
Alignment JTPT
Repair Skills JTPT

Troubleshooting JTPT
(Inexperienced Subjects)
(Experienced Subjects)

Adjustment JTPT ,

(Inexperienced Subjects)
Subjects)

Theory
Tests . edge Tests

Job Knowl- School
Marks

.24 & .36

.18-.33

.12 & .10

.38 f

.56

.28

.19

.23
.15

.02

.21

.03 36

.14 .22

.24 33 .
.20 . 38.

.09 .15

.19 32 .

.08. .24

.06 .14

.14 0

.11

Acquisition Radar' JTPT
r (InexperiencedSubjects)
(Experiended Subjects)

Target Trackipg Radar JTPT
(Inexperienced Subjects)
(Experienced Subjects)

Missile Tracking Radar JTPT
(Inexperienced Subjects) -

(Experienced Subjects)

Ccimputer JTPT
(Inexperienced Subjects)
(Experienced Subjects)

Total JTPT
. (Inexperienced Subjects)
(Experienced Subjects)

Troubleshooting JTPT .

C

O

14

.17

.r

r



al., 1953), and the similar AUTOMASTS test (Bryan et al, 1959) have been developed. (The AUTOMASTS
test was, essentially a refined and automatically-record* form of the MASTS test) The Tab Test displayed
a, schematic of the equipment. The silbjecr lifted a tab at each test point to obtain information normally
obtained by using test equipment on ate real equipment. The MASTS test used corks instead of tabs,,Two
studies were made concerning the effectiveness of the Tab Test. The molt extensive study by Crowder et
al., (1954) found correlationsof .12- and .16 for two formi of the Tab Test with JTPT Evans and Smith
(1953) found a correlation of .07 using similar tests. The MASTS and AUTOMAST tests were not
compared with .real equipment JTPT tests. Several more recent studies have indicated that ithe electronic
technicians tested coultkno, obtain information from their test equipments accurately (Anderson, 1962a;
Foley, &haps, the rious electronic technicians used as subject for the above. correlation studies
had the eakness. ould accou'ht in part far such low correlations.

Peer ratings and supervisors' ratings also are p or indices of technicians' capabilities to perform job
tasks. Crowder et al., (1954) found that results of TPT correlated only .16 with supervisors' ratings and
.23 with peer ratingi. Anderson (1962a) .found. va ous correlations from '.19 to .41 between JTPT and

. supervisors' ratings. Wilson has indicited that:

High intercorrelation of rating scales desPireireat and extensive efforts to define rating variables in mutually
exclusive manners have rendered ratings disappointing to anyone doing research in the field of selection and
have almost eliminated thbir value in training studies (Wilson, 1962, pp. 370-371).

Thorndike gives an example in which airplane commanders were rated while going through operational
combat training. A rating on "likeableness" correlated highest of any of the ten traits rated with overall
rating of suitability for combat flying (Thq4dike, 1947). The Finucane (1966) study cited earlier indicated
an insignificant correlation of 44 betweeripTPT of engine maintenance jobs and the commander's
evaluation report, which was a rating scalds Rating scales, based on supiervisors' opinion of how their
technicians perform Lye...not been very successful as measuring devices.

.. ,- 4 ..,
This writer's opinion is that much more. work can be done to tmorose symbolic maintenance tests as

substitutes for JTPT. In the opinion-Of fhe writer, higher correlationsadoilld' possibly be ,pbtained by a
different approach to the development of-synibolic substitute tests:A study of the Tai-Testereport of
Crowder et'al., (1954) indicates that the JTPT used as the,criterion'ffieasure contained Otty diittactions
and interruptions to the subject's troubleshooting strategy,(cognitive process) such as mini test equipment
to obtain test point information. In, addition to such interruptions to the cognitive process, the subject can
obtain faulty test point information by improper Use of his test equipment. In symbolic substitute Tab
Tests all of them potential pitfalls' of the actual task were avoided. The subject was given a printed test
point readout. The injection of equivalent pitfalls into symbolic substitutes would possibly increase their
empirical Validity. , . 0 '-''

if., t,-,
Such Jests, however, in their Citirentstage of development, cannot-be used'iits substitutes for actual

JTPT with great confidence. AlthotW,lob knowledge' paper and pencil tests aboiht Mit various job tasks
appear to be somewhat betteit thantaIlitraCt theory tpts for measuring subjects' ,ability to perform job
tasks, tit* correlations with criterion nil' have, not been very high. The measuring devices that are being,
used as substitutes_ are certainly not good en,ough to replace JTPT in electronic training curses and in fief&,
maintenance units.' ,

) VI. TECHNOLOGY OF TRAINING DEVELOPMENT AND THE CONTENT OF'FORMAL ',

. ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE PitOGRAMS
. .

;
A li e

Modern technology for develdpineht of training programs is based on a systems, approach (Eckstrand,
1964). The application of the systems apprOgh as described by Eckstrand-would result in a job oriented
training program that would produce men capable of performing effectively the tasks of the jobs for which
they are being trained. i .; ..7".

7
.

key element of the fechnology'14 the care used in deriving training objectives based on a systematic
identification of the tasks of the job or jobs for Which a training program isAting developed, followed by a
systdinatic analysis of the identified tasks. The second key element is as iinport ant as the first At the time
the objectives are being fOnnulatedothe criterion measures are also being developed. Based on the analysis-



of each iden tified task, the content of the training program is developed. The criterion measures are based
on the objectives of the training program not on its content.

After students complete the training program, they4must pass the criterion* Measures. A student
should of graduate Until he achieves the criterion. ;fa large number of students fail the priterion tests, the
cont of the training should be modified until a major part of the student population cdn achieve the
crite 'on. In the case of the 'training of electronicAechnicianS, a job task identification would result in some
mix of the tasks mentioned previously as they. apply to the specific hardware to be maintaine.d.,The
objectives of electronic maintenance training programs, which are developed using this systems,approach,
should be the training of personnel to perform the tasks of their maintenance jobsiffectively.AttordingW,

4 the criterion measures should be designed to ascertain that the graduates can in fact perform these job
tasks. The name now generally applied' to such criterion measures which prescribe a "go, no-go"
performance standard is criterion referenced measures (Glater & Klaus, 1962).

The development ot the core of current electronic maintenance training programs predates by many
years the technology of training desciibed- above. Their current patteni of content isa product of the World
War II Maintenance training efforts (Foley, 1967b) although some of the content prcklates World War IL All
of these courses' contained the study of electronic theory followed by the study'of equipment tb be
maintained. The equipment portion of such courses in all cases:included a study of the theory, of operation
including circuit analysis. The equipment portion usually included "hands on" training, suchis checkout,-
alignment and troubleshooting': The amount of such `hands on" activity varied from training center to

..training denter and at first even from instructor to instructor. , )
(

The source of electronic theotkand equipment theory of operat n portion of these couiries -was tfie
..

electronic engineering design community. These materials 'were academic in-inature and traditional academic
testing procedures were used to measure them mostly of the paper and pencil, multiple- choice objective' -,-
type. The "hands on training content was not determined inany systematic way as,iould now be required

the systems approach to training development. It was usually determined byi .what instructors of-a,
training program decided it should be: The measurement of each student's success was forced into the,
grading system-used in the, academic portion of the course. - -; ,..,

. .
I'During,..World War II, checkrooms were established in technical schools of the Army Air Force. Both

written and practical (JTPT) were carefully developed and, administered. In most cases the proficiency'
Measures used were of the norm referenced type (Gliser & Klaus, 1962; Eckstrand, 1964). This pattern of _

training and measurement continued with improOrpents in job relevance until the mid-1950s. - cI I' rIn the.late 1950s, many cheCkrooms were'eliinInated and the "handson" equipment afaining was
greatly reduced because of the expense. The result. was'mOdificaticin -of equipment training to the
orientation, "hands off' type. The measurement of the.success in such training could only be of thi'paper ,
arid 'pencil, variety, At this time,the electronitraining.programs lost practically all of their job orientation4 and the use of JTPT almost. disappeared. The learning to gerfbrm actual job tasks was delayed until a.

_graduate was aisigned to a field maintenance unit. ,
r., -::'''\ h

The theory Chtent of the training programs was retained with little change and each stu,dent's
.- success, in learning theory continued to he measured primarily by norm referenced paper and .pencil tests

which are the appropriate instruments for measuring this type of material The question is how much does
such learning contribute to a technician's ability toperforin the tasks of his job. And such rele.yance shOuld
not be assumed as true without proof. (Formal mechanical maintenance training has been more job
oriented -than electronic maintenance, training. The ,mechanical training retained its job orientation even
when the use of JTPT was de-emphasized) ,.

4 i
s Although action was taken beginning in 1968 to increase the use of JTPT in conjunction with,A

equipment training, the electronic training programs haye retained their great theory orientation. All of a
student's scores from JTPT and froin paper And pencil thbory and equipment knowledge tests are combined
into a single course.score. Most of the.teifs from which the student scores are obtained are based on the
content of the trebling program,. and not from task content of the Jobs to which graduates are assigned. As a
result, these training progims do- not truly reflect the modern technology for course deyelopment;
described previously, nor do they reflect the recommended procedures for measuring course objectives by
criterion referenced tests. :' ,



-NIL WHY FORMAL JOB TASK PERFORMANCE TESTS ARE NOT USED MORE EXTENSIVELY

, .
Even though paper and pencil tests in their current state of development have been shown to be very,

poor substitutes f9r actual JTPT, the use of paper and pencil tests still persists. The question, therefore, is
raised as to Wity JTPT are not used. Harris and,Mackie (1962) report a study concerning factors influencing

the use -of JTPT in the Navy. They have summarized the reasonsfor not usinisuch tests as follows:

The discrepancy between the generally favorable attitudes of both supervisors and instructors toward the
concept of piactieal performance tests and the most limited use being made of them was a result of problems
connected with their development and implementation. Their infeasibility was the'prinary reason mentioned

, by supervisors and instructors for not using performance' tests. A related reason tests had not ben
developed of were not available r; was mentioned frequently by a suPeryisoreoul operating activities.

v '
The most prominent barrier, in the minds of supervisors and instructors, to the use of practical performance
tests was the degree to which the time necessary for testing must be taken from that required for carrying out
the primary mission of the activity or school. Performance tests were generally felt to require too much
equipjnent time and too much personnel time to be feasible (Harris duMacicie, t062, pp. 4-5).

, ,Often the amount of (time required to administer a godd performance, test is rather great. The performance

. tests used in the study by Williams and Whitmore (1959), required approximately eight hours to administer.
The four performance tests used in project JEZEPNR required a total of approximately ten hours (Brown et

al., 1959). But in view or the 'relevance of JTPT to the job objectives of electronic training courses, thelow
validity of symbolic substitutes for these tests, and the high cost of electronics technical training, 'the .
rationale of :itoo little time available" is very weak.

Another serious impediment to 'the use of JTPT is the lack of information on how to construct good
.

JTPT. There are many textbooks on written tests: The °nix. text Material of any magnitude that the writer

has been able to find was a chapter in Micheels. and Karnes (1950).;The vocational education literature
indicates that considerable emphasis has been placed on the development of joboriented course objectives

developing their own measuremenf literature, vocational eduators have .attempted to follow the

and' job relevant curricula' materials. But very little emphasis or attention has been_given to approp ate
measurement procedures for ascertaining that these job 'objectives have been achieved. Instea of

measurement practices that have beerfdeveloped by and for the acilftemiccommunity: This is a very sefious
weakness in the field' of vocational education since what; is Connally tested is usually taught better and
learned better than those curriculum items which-are not tested (See'Fignie 1). . .

.

The Armament .Systems Personnel ReSearch Laboratory (ASPRL), at Lowry Air Force Base;

. Colorado, a laboratory of the Air Force Personnel Training Research Center (ATPTRC), supported a
rather-comprehensive research and development effort concerning the measurement of job performance.
One of the resultsiot their work was'A Guide for Use in Performance Teiting in Air Force Technical
Schools (Highland, 1955). But it was published at about the same time that checkrooms were being

abolished and perffirmanipe measurement was being de-emphasized in Air .raining Command. Although its

use in its present rm iii'iot recommended, there is certainly a need for-such a guide on how to,develop
and use criterion referenced JTPT. As noted by Eckstrand (1964), -is a soft area In the modem

'' technology of training. It is too much'to expect technical training person o prepare good JTPT without
adequate in-depth guidance. (AFPIRC,and' ASPRL were abolished int1958. esuit, this tortant -

measurement work was discontinued. For a short summary 19 .lyof the work of AFPTRC see qaser, )
,.,.

ew
VIII. THE JOB VALIDITY OF THEORY IN ELECTRONIC

TECHNICIAN COURSES

4

It is often contended that a, knowledge of theory, is an essential part of an electronics technician's
training since such kriowledge.gives the technicians the broad background necessary to perform many types
of maintenance activities. The published literature presents no hard ,data to support this widely held'

contention. However, there are several published studiei which support the hypothesis that a knOwledge of
theory as, measured by paper and pencil tests does not insure the ability to perform maintenance tasks. In
fact, there is some convincing evidence that there is little relationshiP between true ability, to perform job
tasks and knowledge of theorras.measurefy paper and pencil tests.
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Lyman (1971) makes the dOt. inction .between maximum performance tests and typicbl performance

tests. Performance tests as used if Lyman's discussion have reference to all types pf perforthance whetheF
they be verbal, manipulative; or complex. Since the word "performance" is used in Conjunctiori.,'withijob
task performance tests, the term "effort" is used ,here jn order to avoid 'confusion. Whenli formal
examination is given by a teacher, each; student usually Makes a rather intense effort to preparfor the
examination and also makes a maximum effort during the examination. Micheels and-Karnes (1950) make
interesting comments about this effect of tests on learning. , e

Tests Providi an Incentive for Application: In order to,gain an understanding of the interest of students in
test results, one has only to observe their reactions when test papers are retumeti for review and discussion. If
'there is any question about this point, consider your own experiendeg when you were on the receiving end of
the tests. Think of the times you have put forth extra effort in getting ready for a test. Same readers will still
be very much concerned Advith their ability to pass the tests that are Constructed by their instructors. They
will agree with the authors that knowledge of a.forthcoming test is a powerful motive to start studying.

.
. ,' ,

, kt would be nice (perhaps) if all students in a-school were_interested in learning all they possibly could
Whether or not a check were made on their progresi. This, however, is not the case".tA few will put forth their
best efforts whether or not tests aregiven. But the majority, will Work harder%if they know that they are to be ..

held accountable for what Has-been taught. Generally, theinstructor who administrkthe most rigid programs f
of evaluation gets the greatest amount of workout of his students. tg..

f, ' .

.1 61There is one danger in using tests and test results as an incentive to students to i
apply themselves.toYwork and

study. Their
the

in marks can be a luperficial onewhich easily leads to effort:eta "hit the test" rather r
- than learn the subject matter for its value now and it the future. Students who study primarily to pass tests

usually forget the material much faslerthin those Wilt() are interested in learning because of the values to be
derived. A positive suggestion Is this: Give rigid tests; give them frequently: but design tests that require your
studentlito make application df what 'has been taughttiMicheels & Karnes, 1950. Sq)." .

.,_ .

Students tend to study thoie things most likely, o appear on examinations. Therefore, it follows,that
students in electronic courses,' usually study theory and job knowledge, rather than practice job.
performance. Ali such courses use paper and pencil tests of theory and job knowledge. It is safe to assume

13that at least some electronic technblogy'courses can e found in which no formal examinations otests are
given concerning the students' ability to pprf9rm job asks. .,

,

in other courses each student may perform thel' same tasks in his laboratory orshop practice, tasks,
which should appear in job task performance tests. to lieu' , of a performance test score, he will be given a
grade or 'score on the work of hjs"latioratory manual. Ordinarily, the work done.in the lahoratctry_isof the
"typical" effort type rather than the "maximum" 4pe (Lyman, 197,1). The student is notfaced with the
problem of haVing to demonstrate his ability to perform these tasks jn a formal examinatilm, Under these
conditions, he will notspend as large an amount df time .vigorously practicing jqb behaviors as he Will

,practicing the 'verbal Aehaviors required by the fomal written examinations. The student also makes a
special effort during theJTPT. The writer has observed students practicing such task behaviors on their own
time in preparaticin for such performance tests.;liteachers also tend to place more emphasis on. teaching
formally tests behaviors- than they do on teaching those behaviors evaluated in tome +less demanding
Manner. ,

Figure L Effect of tests on learning effort.
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Williams eall4 Whitmore (1959) reported a study in which a verbal theory` examination artr r a job
sample performance test were given to graduates of in Army eleetronic maintenance course. A written
theory and jOb knoWdge-test was developed to measure the retention of the knowledge acquired by
technicians during theil school training in electronics. The performance, test was made up of actual job
problems using °actual field eBuipment.fiothtests were administered to 91-graduates at the time they
completed school, and both tests were administered to another group of 98 graduates with from 1 to 57
months of field 'experience (mean 19 months) who had previousb6scompleted the same training. Among the
resulting conclusions were the folio p .

. 4 %.
1 ,

a,TheVrr pedenced group s red hi er on the performance test butiower on tho.Aylittenlest than did r
the inexperienced group, with a trend wand higher performance and lower writtea scores as the amount-of
field experience increased, and b, the contrasting results in the mitten tests scores following vaduation raise .
a question as to whether some of the material in the NIKE AJAX iIFC Maintenance Conrsq is relevant to the

' field job (Williams & Whitmore, 1959, pslii): . , t
b

I (e., . ' .
The written examination ustid by Williams and Whitmore was based on the content' of the United

States Army NIKE course and the performance test used sampled the actual job belityiors. The correlation
between the results of paper and pencil theory test and JTPT are .yery_low. Williams andWhinhore found
only a .144 correlation between. basic electronic (theory) paper and pencil test scores and JTPT scores for
inexperienced graduates. For experienced graduates, the correlation was .196.4 student's performance on
tests of knowledge of theory seems to t
predict his ability to learn such job t
that:

I very little ahout,his atplity to perform job tasks. Also, it does not
very well. Thefirst of five recommendations of_this study was

The Air Defense,School review the training objectives fir le NIKE AJ .IfC i 9echnicians course. and
t analyze current course content to determine its job relevance, and some forth of the performance tests

developed in this study be used to evaluate the effects of any changes made in the MICE AJAX course
(Williams & Whitmore, 1959, p,: iii). .. lk .i. 0 ..

SeVeril other studies, guch as Brown et al., E/959), and Shriver (19p) gist further light onthe lack
of job relevance in much of The theory content of eleCtronic technology courses. Anderson (1.962b) made a

.cA

t study of the amount of mathematics used by Navy electronic technicians'ptil found that very attle %fa,

actually used on the job.. The mathematical conteniiof these courses flakes Ahem very difficult for many -' ,,
students. .tudents. \ ,ii

. . -
.

, .

T. Examples of Igle. 9f relevance in many ctkrricultun items of the trathlional theory. courses can be
dethonstrated by careful analyses of these, itenis.It casual, uncritical examination of the same items could
result in the conclusion that they arc relevant. Thsbjett of the vacuumlulivoltmeter'is presented as'an
example. On the job, the technician is required touse this meter daily, and he should be able to use it
precisely. In a job oriented training program, the student learns to use a vacultm,lube'voltmeter by
practicing its various uses. He learns to hook up the meter to the proper points in ilia equipment being '4,
tested, to select. the proper,,voltage range °Utile meters switch, and to read voltage.iclues accurately. on the ;
proper scales of the meter display. In this situation, he pays little attention to:the internal theca), of

°. Operation of the vacuum tube voltmeter, much as the driver of an automottile normally pays little attention
to how the engine in his automobile Arks while he is 'driving:

.,
-4,

,
In a theory course, under thelame heading of vacuum tube voltmeter, theittudent learns a different

set of behaviors the ability` to verbalize and to analyze how thetircuits of the meter a,re designed using a
..,

symbolic representation-or schematic. It is possible for him toJearrrsu-ch behaviors and never actually use
or see a voltmeter. The latter beha4iors are seldom, if ever, requited oft ht Oniciarionhis job. Although
such verbal knoWledge probably does the student no harm) it certainly con butes little to his ability to use .,
the vacuum tube voltmeter in job situations.. Foley (1969) reports That Air ForCe technician who had been /
upgraded on the basis of a job knowledge tests, Could not use test equipment accurately when given a JTPT.
Anderson (1962a) reports a similar situation in the Navy. ...

. . . . ,
Finucane (1966) reports an Army situation oft. an apparent spare pa4s14age for Ilia repair or

engines. An investigation indicated that repairmen were discarding., good: parts' A' being faulty. The
investigation also indicated by use of JTPT that the repairmen could not locate and identify defectiveparts
even though they had been upgraded on the basis of a job knowledge test. Elltdtt and Joyce:(1968) and
Shriver, Fink, and Trexler (1964) have demonstrated that electronic job ,tasks can be performed By subjects
with little or no knowledge of traditional theory or principles. Such subjects, however, must be proficient

1 in the use of test equipment, handtools, and well designed job performance aids. .' ,
e
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. The job oriented studies summarized in Foley (1967b) indicated that students graduating froth job
Oriented courses, in which they received considerable practice in performing job tasks, were able to perform
the assigned, job tasks almost immediately. Students of similar aptitude, graduating from theory oriented
courses were not able, to perform the Same job tasks until afterlive or six months of experience -On the job.
The results of a number of independent critical examinations of the theory content of various Armed
Forces electronic technician courses, in light of actual job content, are the bases for concluding that q,
traditional theory content hai doubtful relevance to the tasks of jobs for which personnel are being
prepared.

in view-of existing evidence, the validity of the contention that a knowledge of electronic theory is a
necessary prefequisite for tilt performance of electronic maintenance tasks is suspect. Even though this
contention,is deeply imbedded in the culture of the electronic maintenance community (Figure 2), it
certainly'shoult be subjected to a large scale, objective, controlled evaluation to determine its empirical

Howeter, as long'as the learning of electronic theory Is a stated objective of electronic maintenance
courses, student's should be tested as to how well they learn this subject matter. The appropriate
instruments for such measurement are paper and pencil tests. But the results obtained from such paper and
pencil measurements should be reported separately from the results obtained from criterion referinced

\ .(

IX. GRADES, MARKS, AND TEST SCORES.

The Ainaritin satOol tradition requires some form of a grading system. A search of the literature n
the Education Index reveals that great many articles are produced each year on this subject. No r f es
Were found in the same indek regarding the criterion problem, the answers to which are basic,,to good
testing and grading procedures. Stanley (1964) says that "changing scores into grades is at best a ratheD
.arbitrary process, and this arbitrariness is further complicated by the public-relations aspects of reporting to
1!Parents." trades, however, can be no better thanthe test procedures that, produce them and because of

t. their limitations, probably not as good. Even if the tests used in a cotnie,do Tefleot the objectives of the
course, grades will not be completely satisfactory as Trainers (1950) indicates; "An, system of assigning
grades inevitably includes many unsatisfactory elements since the scale does not, and possibly cannot, meet
the criteria of a satisfactory measuring device."

'. Stanley (1964) indicates that most 'modern report cards contain both grade; and checklist items.s

Siholastic achievement is usually measured by a,letter system such' as "A, B, C, D, F," while citizenship is
indicated by an adjective system such as S (Superior), N (Normal), and U (Unsatisfactory). He indicates
that achievement, as measured by tests, should not be combined with characteristics evaluated subjectively
such as "effort," punctuality, deportment, and neatness of work. If the results of testing are to be reported
accurately in the grading system used for electronic training courses, the achievement gra 'des should not
reflect effort. SuCh a"practice decreases the validity ofthi grades as indicators ora student's proficiency in
the job task performance objectives of thecourse.

.

tAs previously discussed, criterion re enced JTPT (used to measure ability to perform electronic
maintenance job tasks) and norm reference paper-and-pencil tests (used to measure electronic theory and
job knowledge) are to a great extent measuring different factors and are based on different measurement
technology. Grades derived from each "source should be reported Separately. This would permit the users of
grades to make separate,judgements about these two aspects ofAthe training program' as indicated by
Frederiksen. ., .

Criterion measures which more accurately reflect the objectives of instruction and which permit judgement
to be made separately about various aspects of the teaching program are needed.

t

In recent years there seems to have been a rapidly growing awareness of the need for training evaluation and
--fo? developing proficiency measures for use in evaluation which better reflects the sought-for outcomes of

instruction (Fiederiksen,,I 962; p. 323).

Unless separate grades are reported, it will be impasiblelo determine the effectiveness of the theory
aspects and the job aspects for electionic technology education in job success follow-up, studies. Separate e
grades also can be justified on the bases of better communications. Travers,(1950),indicates dat:

A.
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Due to tiaditional influences the elimination of traditional theory is probably impossible it this time.
Perhaps substantial reductions could be made gradually. Some of the real reasons for he persistent
demabds for theory should be examined. In spite of the experimental evidence to the contrary, many
electronics teacheri and many employers of graduates ,demancra knowledge of traditional electronic
fundamentals. Pickering and Anderson found this attitudivamong supervisors in a 1966 follofW-up study of
graduates who had completed an experimental perfOrmatriented electronic-technology course in the
Navy.

Preliminary follow-up results indicate that the experimental ET (electroniC technicians) graduates have been
- generally Well received in the fleet. However, lvis also clear that a subtle but widespread bias against them

exists. For example, several supervisors have made comments similar to this: "X is a good man. HO done
everythinO've asked him to clo. &course, t wouldn't assign him to a really difficult job becausehe has'Wt
had enough theory." Judgment; of limited ,capabilities are being made independent of objective evidence.
Regular ETA school graduates have Successfully completed acomplex and difficult training program that has
placed emphasis on the attainment of knowledge abput theoretical concepts and demonstration of capacity,
to manipulate electronic relationships mathematically. Ert as a group, are justly proud of _their'
accomplishments. The experimental ET schOol graduates are not considered part of this group. What effect,..;:-1.
these attitudes will have on the careers of the experimental ET's is not yet evident, but theifiliiideslite ire I
enoughPickering & Anderion, 1966; ?. 39).

If the supervisor is an electroi,ic technician, he has successfully conipleted a rather lengthy and
difficult electronic theory or fundamentals course and hp now is able to pt rforip the job tasks of an
:electronic technician, at least sufficiently well to "get by." Evert Though he probably learned to perform
mcieticif these tasks on the job over a period Of several years, he may firtnly believe that completing the
difficuttAeory course is the key, to his success as an electronic techniCian. A new man is not one of the "in
grouP'''1.thless he has been initiated)n the same way. The new man will not be permitted ti demonstrate his
ability' to perforrh until .he demonstrates that he can give "lip service" to the theory The writer has
experienced this same unquestioned belief in'the value of theory in his contacts vvithlaige numbers of Air,
Force, Army, and Navy school and field personnel. He,also has found the same bigi'amoiv most of the
,civilian electronit technology course instructors he has contacted. The requirement that technicians have
sych a knowledge of theory has been lurfher- reinforced iethe Department of Defense by the
theory-oriented job knowledge tests that each person must pasI6efore he is promOted from apprentice to
specialiit to technician.

Pe
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A. grade system is a measuring scale, but before it can be used as such, it is necessary to know what it is
measuring. At thh present time, student grades are used to measureat least three different things. The grades
given 'by one teacher rry .indicate the extent to which the goals of the course have been achieved in the

.students. The,grades given by a second teacher may indicate the relative amount of progress made by a
student. The grades given by a third may indicate the relative standing of the students (grading on the curve).
According to. the system of the second teacher, a studertt who starts a course with a poor backgrgond and
,finisfies with average proficiency inay,;deserve abetter grade than one who starts out with a good badtgrouria
and finishes the course with a high level of achievement. A sehoolshould determine what is to be measured
by grades so that those who use the cumulative records may know how to interpret them. Most cumulate
records'cannot be interpreted because ,the grades of different teachers mean different things (Trwiers, 1950,
p. 145).

Scores for electronic job task, performance tests have long been a problem especially where
e, discrimination is desired..in course achievement tests; "go; no-go" standard of perforinance within a time

limit can be applied, as eported by Williams and Whitmore (1959). They obtained a differential score by
converting time required to successfully complete the task into a standard score. Hansen (1958) who has
studied the relative merits of electronic troubleshooting jobtask performance test scores, has recommended
that several scores be used:

1. "Time required to complete the checklist activities in symptbmseeking phase of the test." The
writer has classified-this type of behavior as checkout procedures.

2. "Time required to complete the trouble4ocation phase of activity." This is similar to the Williams
and Whitmoie (1959) procedure.

3. "Number of discrete steps of trouble-locating activity."

. 4. "Number of erroneous replacement units." (Hansen, 1958, pp.44 -42).

None of these suggestions is truly satisfactory. The whole problem of)how to score and report the
results of JTPT is certainly a worthy area of, exploratory 4velopment. Grie promising solution to the
discrimination problem has been suggested by Dr. Gordon Eckstrand of the Advanced Systems Diviiion of
the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, i.e., the training time that isirequired by # student to reach a
"go, mo-go" standard of performance for each task tested. A variation of this approach would be the

, number of testing atternpts required to reach criterion on each JTPT. In the meantime, 4,4tever scoresare
used to determine the -theory grades an9 job task performance grades, and the meaning'Orthese two types
of grades 'based on different scoring systems should be adequately communicated to the risers of these
grades. in order tolurther increase the meaningfulness of the job task performance grade'the writer would
recommend that it be supplemented by a list of activities included in the course job tail( performance
measurement system, together with-an adjective rating of each studpnt's quality of petrilance for each
activity. Such a profile of a student's job task p,roficiency would also emphasize the importance of this
'course objective to the students, instructor, schooKadministrators, and maintenance supervisors.

`-,

X. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. This report represents an in-depth analysis of the state-of-the-art concerning measurement procedures
for ascertaining the job proficiency of electronic maintenancepersonnel. It is based primarily on a review of
the literature made as part of the writer's doctoral, dissertation (1967a). It also, reflects several other efforts
and events supported by the Advanced Systeths Division, Air Force Human Resources Laboratory,
Wright-Patterson Air. Force Base,. Ohioincluding a bibli6graphy on the measurement of maintenance
personnel prepared by Dr. Askren (1963), a paper on the status of technology of training by Dr. Eckstrand
(1964), a field- survey of maintenance practice (Fogey & Elliott, 1967), a 1966 conference on the
Assessment of Complexed Operational Tasks 'arranged and reported by Dr; Chiles (1967); and a 1968
conference on human factors testing arranged and chairedty Mr.,Siiyder (Snyder et al., 1969).

2. The first consideration that should be addressed when a test is Itelhg developed is what isitsupposed to,
measure. Whatever it is supposed to be measuring is its criterion. In the.case.of tests concerning the ability
to perform electroniemaintenance, the ultimate criterion, therefore, is the tasks of electronic maintenance
performed in their job environmerit. For testing purposes it is usually impossible to sintlate all of the
conditions of such an ultimate criterion and at the same standardize test conditions. But it is possible to



require the test subject to demon trate that he can Perform key tasks of this job removed from their actual
job environment. A performance t,,st battery, made up of such tasks is considered to be yery close to the
ultimate criterion. The difference between the real world and the simulation of the real world for testing
purposes is-called the criterion problem Many times paper and pencil job knowledge tests or supervisbrs'
ratings Are substituted for hear ultimattcriterion tests, making the criterion problem greater.,The farther
removed from the criterion that testing procedures become, the-more the danger that the tests are not truly
measuring what are supposed to be measuring. The degree to which tests relate to the criterion is
called the degree of empirical validity.

'3." This report= indicates that . two very serious criterion problems exist in many electronic training
programs,'The empirical validity of the paper and pent' tests used to measure student achievementthas not
been determined and the job relevance of much of the tr ing content has not been,ascertained..

4. The full application of modern- training development t, hnology basedon a systems approach supplies a
realistic solution to both the problems. A key element of the ethnology h the care used in deriving training ,

objectives based on a sysiematie identification of the tasks of the job or jobs for which the training program
Lis being developed, followec&flY a systematics analysis a each identified task. A second key element a as
important as'the first. Af- the time.the objectives are beiniTirmulated thp, criterion measures are also being
developed. Based on the analysis of each identified task, the content of the job oriented training program is
developed. The criterion measures are based on the objectives of the training prognun,not on the content
of the training program. The criterion measures, appropriate for determining student achievements in
electronic maintenance courses developed in this' manner, are Job Task Performance Tests (JTPT).

5. the development of the core content and structure of current electronic maintenance training programs
predated by many years the modern course development technology. The core content of these 'courses ..
reflect the influence of the electronic design engineering community. The courses are theory oriented and
reflect the subject matter structure found in most .electronic engineering programs. The tests used to
determine4tUdent achievement are based on the content of this acadeniic subject matter and areofa paper
and pencll varietY;Which of course are appropriate for measuring academic achievement.

6. In addition to this more or less standard theory content, current electronic maintenance training also
contains instruction on typical electronic equipments or sets. Such instruction may be theory oriented or
job oriented or both. But the job, orientation of such training programs has not been achieved in the careful
manner recommended by. the modern technology for training development. Some JTPT are administered
but the main thrust of measurement is of the paper and pencil job knowledge type. The scores ohtained
from all theory, job knowledge, and performance tests are combined to produce a single score indicating
school success. This is an inappropriateaction. Most paper and pencil tests measure student success in-,
learning theory and job knowledge, and are norm-referenced. JTPT measure ability to perform key job .

tasks ancLare criterion-referenced. Mbfing the two types of scores gives a meaningless result., ."

7. The graduate of such training programs is assigned as an apprentice to a field maintenance unit where he
receives on-the-job-training ,Which is certainly job oriented. However, he seldom ifever. is given formal JTPT
to determine how well he can perform the key tasks of his job assignment. His advancement to the
journeyman level is greatly, dependent on Ms ability to pass a paper and pencil Specialty Knowledge Test
which is of the job knowledge test variety.

8. The above analysis of current electronic training and testing practice indicates that great'reliance is
placed on paper and pencil theory and job knoWledge tests for determining training and job success almost
to the exclusion of criterion JTPT. This volume identifies, consolidates and reviews.the data foimd in the
available reported research concerning° the empirical validity of paper and pencil theory and job knowledge
tests and school marks. The correlations, obtained when the results of most of these tests have been
compared with the results of applicable JTPT, are very low. This would indicate that the empirical validity
for most of these paper and pencil instruments as well as school marks obtain& from combining their
results is suspect. The limited amount of researchiliterature found concerning peer ratings andsupervisor's
ratings also would indicate that their empirical validity is suspect.

, .
9. Several paper and pencil tests concerning troubleshooting such as the Tab Test and the
Multiple-Alternative Symbolit Trouble (MAST) Test are reported in the literature. It would seem that such
tests would test the cognitive factors of, troubleshooting. However, the compgiison of the resulti of these
tests and the results obtained from JTPT reflecting the same equipment troubles produced 'father low
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correlations. In the opinion of the wnter,.the JTPTt.contained many distractions; normally present on the
job, that the tests based on the pure cognitive processes did not contain Considering this, the empirical
validity of such paper and pencil symbolic substitutes could possibly be improved by further development
and refinement.in view of the mpenstie equipment requirements for most JTPT, the development of
symbolic substitutes of high empifieal validity would be very desirable. .;

i
10. There areAtany studies concerning die relative effectiveness of theory oriented and job oriented

electronic mailtenance training reported in the literature. The results of these studies indicate that the
gralfiiatei,of the job oriented training programs are able to perform prlichictive work immediately upon

_

assignment to field maintenance units. The criterion' of school success in these courses is the ability to pass
JIPT, ratliertithan paper and pencil, tests on theory and job knowledge: The percent of students of high
electronic aptitude who successfully complete either theory oriented of j0 oriented training is about the
same. A much higher percent of students of medium (not low) aptitude successfully complete job oriented
training. In some oases almost no medium aptitude students are able toiauccessfully complete the theory

. portion of/the theory oriented.programs. . - . . - 1

11. Such results would indicate that much of the theory content of traditional electronic training
programs, is not relevant to, the performance of the maintenance tasks performed by personnel in their first

-enlistments: However, the contention that a *knowledge of theory is a necessary prerequisite to the
successful performance of maintenance is deeply imbedded in the culture of the electronielmaintenance
community. But there is no doubt that this pr.erequisite adds greatly to the personnel costs of the Air
Force.. . . ., . \

...

. ...,.. i >.

12. This ;port has identified many problems and questions concerning Air Force maintenance. These
problems and questions concern the adequacY and efficiency 'f the personnel selection procedures, the

practices Since most of the reported research haspersonnel training, procedures, and field maintenance
concerned electronic maintenance this reporf has-been conce d primarily with this type of maintenance.
Howeverinich of this research would alio apply to mechanical,thaintenance.

,
.... - .

13. 'The fin'The anilyies of this volume indicate an urgent requirenient for well planned, adequately
. funded, comprehensive exploratory and advanced development programs for sYsteinatically addressing and

r - solving the problems. The first effort of such a program would be a coinpiihensiveal in-depth sttidy,
iy i' '' based on hard data, concerning holy well maintenance men can perform the kertasks of theft:fobs, Buchan

in-depth study would Provide a neeed,base and feedback for follow -ors the improvements of
gcnaletenancepractIce, persimnel selection, and personnel; training. Y

--

144. seriout gap,in the Modern technology of training development, is -the lack of adequate guidance-a
how to develop suidndminister criterion referenced 'JIM Prior-to the work on criterion" referenced
repciit in. Volume II of this report, very little exploratory development on JTPT technology had been it
Suppo ed since the late 1950s. There if an urgent requirement for a modern guide on howlo 0, erlop JTPT
for technical training 'and Civilian vocational training. ;

\ - ''';g"'" '-

.i.,
r..,

. .. . . ..). -. ,

Actions

. Based

XL ACTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONSMMENDAIIONS

.. , t
o o_____. e7analyset and conclusions presented in this volume, several actions already -been

taken. - . . =,. ..
. 1 :,40i: contractural effOri,,iesulted. InAhe development of Job Task Performance OfestiAITPT) a

= appropriate, scoring schemes frit each of the key electronic maintenance job activitie,s4dintified, in,tl-
volume (Contract F3305-69-C-1232). The work statement for this contract is supplied asAppen*c4;,,,,

2.' A follow -on contractual effort resulted in the development of a detailed Test Ajmiiillirefors Manual, a
training program4or Test ,AdininisfAarOrs and alimited tryout of the JTPT (Contract,F33610.0-C495).
The results of both these JTPT contractual efforts are reported in AFHRLTR-7457 (I1), (parts band II).

fi.
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3. Two other follow -on contractual efforts were initiated, which ipiulted in the development and limited
validation of both graphic and video symbolic substitutes for each'type of job activity for which JTPT had
been developed (Contracts F33615-70-C-1550 and F33615-71-C-1505). The results of these efforts are
reported in APHRL-TR-74-57 (Volumes III and IV).

Recommendations

1. Comprehensive exploratory and advanced development programs should.be established and adequately
funded that systematically identify and solve problems-concerning maintenance practice the field, and
problems concerning the selection and training of maintenance personnel.

2. A necessary rust effort of such programs should be a comprehensive and indepth-study, based on hard
data; concerning how 'well maintenance men can perform the key tasks of their jobs. Such an in-depth

-study 1,vould.sequire the development and use of JTPT for eleCtronic and mechanical maintenance jobs. The
results would produce criteria for de nnining the validity of personnel selection and training prograrnis.

3. A modernguide on how to dev lop JTPT, for maintenance jobs should be developed. Such a'suine
shouldike arrnn-ketnreffOrt. Thisoguide should be developed now, based on our current lcnow how. The
guide should be *ted periodically as more expertise and sophistication' in the development and Use of
such tests..ait achfeve - -, . tt .

k.
ì

,
.

tests and JT'T are administered, their results-
be reported in the form of a profile ratherhan ',:--, --

, I

4. In training programs in which both paper and pencil
should be reported separately. The results of JTPT should
'under the umbrella of a single meaningless score.
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APPENDIX A: WORK STATEMENT goR CONTRACT .

F33615-69C-1232 CONCERNING DEVELOPMENT OF CRITERION *EFERENCED

JOB TASK PERFORMANCE TESTS

'i"
d

1

This work statement reflects ...0 lindings and.recoromen`datiohs7of

AFH4-TR-74-.57(I) is well as lother' efforts and events of the Advanced
Systems Division of the.Air Force Human Resources Laboratory indicated
in that volume. This 8 Novemer'..1968 version of the :work ;statement was
included in the contract. However; the first ,cirift .Was`,comileted in

June 1968.. .It is included here to the information and
directions made available to the Cot-16486r at the time- he ;started his
exploratciry development effort.
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Date: 68 Nov 08 .

DEVELOPMENT OF JOB -TASK; PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
'PROCEDURES FOR ELECTRONICS:MAINTDIANCE AWVITIES'

1.0 I TRODUCTION (Objective):. The primary purpose of the effort, is
to dev op adequate procedures for measuring the ability of subjects
to peiform each type:pf job activity desCribed and to develop an
appropriate, scoring scheme foruse with each measure. It is antici-
',axed that these measuring procedures and scoring schemes will have
general applicability for measuring an individual's ability to perform
maintenance activities for a particular weapon system or equipment.. -"

These job-task performance tests will be used in later exploratory
development as criteria for future development of symbolic tests.

2.0 SCOPE :, The vehftle for developing thesemeasurement procedures
Will be the Radar Set AN/APN 147, the accompanying computer set AN/ASN
35, and their associated test equipment. Job-task performance tests
and appropriate. scoring schemes shall be develOped for job 'tasks
activities associated with this, electronic system, for inforpation
gathering activities (using testequipment), and for handto01-acti-
vities. The test procedures_ used for measuring the job-activities
associated with the.electronic -equipment should.beapplicable.to any
electronic system but the tests will be developed fOr the AN/APN 147-
'",AN/ASN 35 system. The performance tests concerning the:useloof each
teat equipment will include all the capabilities-of-thOest equipment:
The handtodl tests Will be )limited to, the haidtiiol,actiVities associ--
dted,with the AN/APN 147-AN/ASN 35. sytitem.

11.0:-G*AAL BACKGROUND: In;Preseut day electronics,technical train-'
ing programs, many formal paper and pencil tests are utilized for
measuring and predicting student achfevepent. Researc in ascertaining
-the effectiveness of such paper, and Pencil piedictive.and achievement
tests, insascertaining the effectiveness of various training methods,

; and in determining on=the-jOb effectiveness of. electronics repairmen
technicianfOlas_been hfimpered,by a lack of joirtask performance

measurement and,scOring procedures for various job activities.. Recent
'study of these activities has resulted- in a plan for developing-

.

effective measurement procedures. '- Rather. than developing one test and
One scoring procedure for the entire range of job activities), the

-'4'4` development of an appropriate_testing-procedure and adoring scheme for
eachbf several classes of job activities of electrdnic:technicians is 1°'
proposed. This. exploratory developm4pt effort is blip thejirst step,

uof a plan for imOrOvinthe effectiveness of Air Force measurement..
The successful development'Of valid and workable procedures will*dvide
theirdormation for ,greatly improvirig the effectiveness of training, and

l'of job performance aids. They will provide a criteria for-ascertaining
/

the effeetivenese of cutrent predictive and achievement measurement'
.practicesl, TfickwaL also,be usedas criteriiflfoifuture exploratorY

-----',Ideveloppent of valid paper and pencil_ substitutes.

i
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3.1. Applicable Documents List: A comprehensive search has been
made of the measurement literature Including a DDC bibliography search.
The most applicable technical reports, books, and articles are listed.

,
,

3.1.1 Technical Reports. These reports grekhn file at the
Defense Documentation Center (DDC), Cameron Station, Alexandria,
Virginia 22314. Each report's DDC number is included in tts descrip-,
tion below; i.e., AD , They can also be obtained from the
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information (CFSTI),
Sills Building, 5285 Port' Royal '.oad, Springfield, Virginia 2151.
(Since all.of the references which appeared here in this work statement
are included in'the references of this volume,lonly the author andLyear
of publication are given here and include: Anderson (1962h), Brown et

,,al. (1959), Crowder et al. (1954)., Grings et aIi (1953) ,'Harris and
Mackie 41962), Mackie et al. (1953, and William and Whitmore (1959):4,
In addition, the contractor wad given a copy of Foley (1967a).)

,

3.1.2 Boggs. (Prederiksen (1962X, Super and Crites (1962),
Thorndike(1949) and Wilson (1962).)

.3.1.3 Articles. (Jenkins '19460411aCe, 1965) '

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS/TASKS:

A . s

4.1 Areas of Consideration: leis emphasized that the primary
objective of this effort fis the development o.adequate -measuring, .g
procedures and appropriate scoring schemes fOr the various job'activi
ties of electronid technicians. ,These' procedures and 'scoring, schemes
should have general applicability for. measuring' job' effectiveness in'
any electronimaintenance career field. An electronic maintenance
technician performs maintenance taaks'on anelectronics system or group

Kof Systems making use of the .capabilities. of electronic test equipment
to obtain information about his ,systems. maintenancle tasks
Include the use of approPiiate handtoois. ikeffortaSfaimed,it the
diagnostic measure of all the activities include4 in the maintenance' ,

process.

4.2 Teaks to be Performedt'

.

4.2.1 The Development of JobTask Performance Tests for '

Job Activities Associated' with Electronic Equipment. The, contractors
,shall develop measurement procedures and-appropriate,scoring.schemes..'
fOr each of the following,actiAties associated with'themaintenance,
of electronic eqUipmene: (1,) performing equipment cheekoueprocedUresv
(2) adjusting and aligning; (3) <4solatinOetween7atagefaults'bn
particular state (or funcOonatUnit oe.phySicallx,replaceable,unit);
(4) isolating Withinr Singe fault* to, defeceive.scomioneries4 .Sith:as
tubes, solid state deviCes, coil, capacttorsorresistor4

Ireplacing-ot defeCtive components: The4ontractor ShaWalsoqie
required to state his rationale for section ofthiPar4ctilar,',

.
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measurement procedure and scoring sc eme for each type, of activities. k
These procedures will be 'demonstrate? by developing performance teat
appropriate scoring scheme for measing the adequacy of each of the
following AN/APN 147,-AN/ASN 35 maintenance activities:'

44.7 4

4.2.1.1 The entire checkout procedure for the
AN/APN 147-AN/A81 35 system (1 test).

4.2.1.,2 All of thelalignmentProcedures for this
system (1 test). 4

I

4.2.1.3 Selected typical adjustments foundfin the
system (5-tests). All adjustments should be identified and five (5)
should be selected. These should be adjustments other than the routine
"front panel' -' adjustments' made during the checkout procedure.

a .

4.'2.1.4 Localization of between-stage .faults to a
lparticular stage (orunctional unit or-Ohysicallylrep4ceable unit) (1

-"test with- variable "troubles). This! testing "procedure should be such
that any defective unit could be ineerted in the system and be -

-identified as defettive.

k "IsOlatiodofswithin-itage fault to defective
-component (10 tests one for each of 10 selected stages). All stages
or functional units should be identified and the 10 most typical stages
or.functional units should be selected. Each test should be eon-
structed so that difftrent defective components can be it1serted in the
stage.

: WOr
7q. 4.20.6 Removsl and replacement of defective com-

ponents (16'tests). Identify all types of Component removal and
replacement actions for the AN/APN 147-ANJASN 3.5..system. Select ten
(10) typical components removal and'replacement operations for.this
system and develop test for each of these operegins.

4.2.2 The Development of Job -Task Performance Tests for
Information Gathering Activities Associated with Electronic Equipment 0

Maintenance. The contractor shall develop measurement procedures and
appropriate scoring schemes for ea4h of the following information

.

gathering activities::(1) using osSilloscope to measure voltage and
frequency, to compare waveshape standard and to make high accuracy
time base measurements sni:compariaons; (2) using ohmmeter to measure
direct-Current resistance yin electronic equipment; (3) using signi
generator to inject standard or known,4ignals to equipment-cfor'test
imrposetit; (4) using tube -checker to estimate quality of transistors.
The test quipment normally used with the AN/APN 147-AN/ASN 35 *stem
will be used as vehicles for developing the performance tests. °HoWeVet,
the performance test deVeloped for each.test equipment will sample the
full range of capabilities-of-each test equipment and-will not4e.
limited to only thosvcapabilities required for maintenance of the

4
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.AN/APN 147-AN/ASN 35 system. Performance testa will, be prepared fdr
the following test equipment: .-

4.2.2.1 Tektronix Model 545eCorh13 Oscilloscope

,472.2.2 Model 505A - vacuum tube voltdh*ter.

One test for testing of measuring *voltage
(all scales)

One test for measuring resistance .(all .

scales)

4.2.2A, Model WV 971- RCA EI:rehic Volt9hmmeter
. . ,

One. test for measuring voltage (a11 4cales)
. .

One test for measuring resistanes;(ali
scales)

4.2.2.4' Model SG-85/URM-25 RF Signal Generator

4.2.2.5 Model TS 382D/U Audio Oscillator

4.2.2.6 Model CMA 544A Test Set

4.2.2.7 Model CMA 546k Test Set

4.2.2.8 Model TS-148-Spectrum Ana1yZer

4.2.2.9 Model TV-2 Tube Checker
k

4.2.2.10' Model 1890M:Transistor Checker

..,.

4,2.3 The bevelopmeat of .76b-Task Perfokmance Tests fofthe
Handio 1 Activities of Elect onic Technicians; The-oltiznate,;ohjective
of thi Air Force test development program,:will be-t6 haye..i.teatlfg

';

pioced es available for measuring moat .of the haiidtool.operationc?-' '

require for usevwith most electronic.equipmentst '2This efferi,vil4
hoWevei he'limited to,the handtool operatiOnkriquired,.0 support'the
maintea ce activities of the AN /APN 141"-AN4411-3$.,System .The Inajrity,

.

of t* andtool operationsare required to support,.theiieiovetand --Y

replace activities. The contractor Will-be,:requifed tOccompiish ' ,

the *O1 owing: f

, .

( 4.4.1 ,Identify each type of soldering taskAn4he
147-AN/ASN 35 aysteM

, ,AN/APN

4", 2.1.2- Prepare a soldering exercise*r.,0**.typ
of soldiring task_inctito develop scoiiag,acheae.reflectingthe relative:,

kr

.4.
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quality of perforiance of each exercise. Consideration should be

given to the use of the R-F Probe in the measuring scheme. (See

<reference para... 3.1.1.7 aboVe.)

. 4.2.3.3 Using the'list of remove and replace tasks
developed for 22.1.6 above, identify the handtools tequired for the
mechanical portions of these activities., A test and scoring scheme
should be developed to reflect the ;elativequalitrof performancelOr
each of these-handtools. 'rk

5.0 REPORTS AND DATA TO BE DELIERED:

B001 - Progress Reports in accordance with Exhibit B, 19 Jun 1968.
B002 - Job -Task, Performance Measurement Procedures for Electronic

Maintenance Activities in accordance_ with Exhibit B, 19
Jun 68. . _

, 0
i. B003 - Technical Report in accordance.wtth.. Exhibit B, 19 Jun 68.

. ,6

*sc

6.0 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONaue4.moo

1%.

6.1__Requiremehts for Contract Personnel: The principal investi-
gator and the senior contract scientist'must be mature individuals who
had had'successful experience in the' development of job performance
tests, which were used in controlled experiment(s) and reported in published '

document-(s).:Samples and descriptions of these tests must also be available

for inspection. It will be necessary,for these indiyidhala to work on mints
sites in cooperation with operational personnel. It is, therefore, desirable
that each of these individuals have had preYious experience as electronic'
technicians in one of the,military services. A. contract personnel working

,on this research effort will-iequire SECRET clearandeg7

6.2 Aix Force Support

6.2.1 Government Furnished Property: The contractor will be ,

,
.

furnished'the following property as indicated within 30 days of,the-
.. effective dateofthe.contract. , ,:r.

. -...

6.2.-1..1 The AN/APN-1;47 -'4iN/ASN-35 system.
1-.

1

4

Th 002E0411 be available .for the
contratitors uie,at Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio.

,6.2.1.2 'Applicable eleCtronic.test equipment.

This equipment will be available for tjie
contractor's use at Wright-Patterson AFB,,
Ohio.

I
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6.2.1.3 Copies of applicable maintenance technical
orders.

These-gIII-be furnished for use at con-

tractor facilities.

6.2.2 Air Force Personnel: The Air Force will furnish a
maximum limit of three technicians as subjects for-tryout of the per-
formance test These subjects will be made available at an Air Force
installation. The Air Force contract technical monitor will make
appropriate arrangements fOr this tryout at the appropriate time.
The arrangements also will include sufficient appropriate space for
the tryout.

a
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